Interdisciplinary Program Scholarship Application

Date:

Name of Applicant: ___________________________ Signature of Applicant: ___________________________

Supervisor’s Statement on Other Available Funding:

☐ Other Funding Available
  ☐ Acquired. Source __________________________ Amount/year __________
  ☐ Pending.

☐ Other Funding Not Available

Supervisor’s Name: ___________________________ Signature of Supervisor: ___________________________

Attachments

1. Program of Work (Maximum of Two Pages)
   Use essay form to describe your program of study in non-technical terms for the benefit of the interdisciplinary selection committee.
   • Clearly and briefly state your current level of graduate studies including what stage you are at in your graduate program. For example: are you finished your course work?; have you completed any necessary qualifying or comprehensive exams?; have you begun your thesis research?; what stage of your thesis are you at?
   • Outline your thesis and explain how it will build on existing research and contribute to the advancement of knowledge.

2. Bibliography (Maximum of One Page)
   Please provide bibliographic details on any citations used in the description of your Program of Work. Ensure that all citations are clear and complete to allow reviewers to locate the sources easily.

3. Research Contributions (Maximum of One Page)
   In the left margin, identify refereed contributions with an “R”.
   Beginning with your most recent contributions, list contributions in complete citations by category in the following order:
   b. Other refereed contributions, such as: conference proceedings, papers presented at scholarly meetings or conferences, articles in professional or trade journals, etc.
   c. Non-refereed contributions, such as: book reviews, published reviews of your work, research reports, policy papers, public lectures, etc.

4. Statement of Current Funding and Potential Future Funding (Maximum of One Page)
   Please provide a statement on how your current graduate program is being funded as well as an indication of both potential funding sources for which you are eligible and those which you have applied for.

General Presentation of All Attachments
   All attachments must be presented according to these specifications:
   • typed or word processed, single-sided, on 8 ½” X 11” (21.5 cm X 28 cm) white paper;
   • single-spaced with text in minimum 12 pt font size
   • all margins set at a minimum of ¾” (1.87 cm)
   • your name must appear within the set margins at the top right corner of every page; and
   • pages numbered consecutively starting with your Program of Work attachment

Do you consider yourself to be of Aboriginal ancestry? Yes ☐ No ☐
If yes, please check one: Status Metis ☐ Non-Status ☐ Inuit ☐
Are you funded? Yes ☐ No ☐ (If yes, please attach a description of the type and extent of your funding)